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College and university campuses face unique challenges as they strive 

to provide a safe, sustainable environment for a quality educational 

experience. The efficient management of facility operations and 

environmental health and safety programs is essential to this goal 

and the overall success of higher education institutions.

EH&E offers the specialized expertise needed to help you with 

all aspects of your health and safety and facility management 

programs. With over 30 years’ experience working with 

colleges and universities across the country, we’ll 

help you streamline your campus’ programs 

to control risk, improve compliance and 

lower operational costs.

• Our multi-disciplinary team of safety professionals, scientists and engineers is designed to meet the diverse needs 

of higher education institutions. We can help you respond to any facility or health and safety issues that arise on your 

campus – from regulatory compliance needs and construction containment to management of hazardous materials 

and solving indoor air quality problems.

• Streamline environmental health and safety programs across buildings to protect students and the community.

• Specialized expertise to meet the demand for additional support created by expansions and increased regulatory 

requirements. 

• Benchmarking programs such as environmental health and safety and laboratory safety to assess risks and prioritize 

resources to resolve vulnerabilities. 

• Laboratory energy optimization services that maximize energy savings safely.

THE EH&E ADVANTAGE 



EH&E’s team are recognized leaders in their field and bring unparalleled experience from their 

knowledge of program operations in academic institutions. We are directly responsible 

for the management of EHS and biosafety programs for numerous colleges and 

universities. Our engineers have directed the building commissioning of 

more than 25 million square feet of commercial and institutional 

construction. Our professionals bring this hands-on 

experience to every project, and truly understand your 

needs and goals because they experience them 

every day. This is a level of industry 

knowledge and expertise that 

you won’t get from any 

other company.

UNMATCHED EXPERTISE AND 
FIRST-HAND INDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE



A BROAD SPECTRUM OF SERVICES

Environmental Health and Safety 

• Strategic Onsite Staffing 

• Program Assessments and Risk Assessments

• Industrial Hygiene

• Exposure Assessments & Monitoring

• Laboratory Safety and Program Support

• Laboratory Decommissioning

• Training

Biosafety 

• Program Assessments and Risk Assessments

• Regulatory Compliance

• Strategic Onsite Staffing

• Institutional Biosafety Committee and Safety 

Committee Development and Support

• Select Agent Programs

• BSL-3 Support

Research Compliance Development and Support

• Institutional Review Board 

• Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee 

• Institutional Biosafety Committee 

Indoor Environmental Quality 

• IEQ Assessment

• Mold and Moisture Assessment

• Construction Air Quality Monitoring

• Legionella

Environmental Compliance & Management

• Regulatory Compliance

• Hazardous Materials Management (PCBs, 

asbestos, lead)

• Remediation

• Environmental Due Diligence 

Risk Management and Communication 

Engineering Services

• Building and Laboratory Commissioning

• HVAC and Laboratory Design Review

• Laboratory Energy Optimization



A REPUTATION BUILT ON 
EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE AND VALUE

CONTACT US

800-825-5343

contact@eheinc.com

EH&E has a long, successful history helping colleges and universities tackle the many challenges that 

come with the management of multiple buildings and the need to provide a safe environment for 

students. Our proven track record has earned us a longstanding role of trusted advisor with many of the 

country’s leading academic institutions. 

• Massachusetts Institute of Technology

• Brown University

• Boston College

• Providence College

• Boston University

• Brandeis University

• Wellesley College

• Emerson College

• Mount Ida College

• Regis College

• University of Cincinnati

• University of Connecticut

• University of Maryland

• University of Massachusetts

• University of Rhode Island

• University of Vermont

• University of Wisconsin

• Washington University in St. Louis

• Suffolk University

• Chapman University

• Idaho State University

• Northeastern University

• Tufts University
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